
Hi Team Fresh City!
                                           
There are several ways that Tradmin can increase error prevention. First, there are no 
obvious ways to undo actions. It is fairly easy to accidentally erase the wrong comment 
or discussion message. For example, native undo functionality would reduce errors due 
to slips. In a similar vein, the mechanism for sending messages or interacting with the 
collaborator list requires the user to type the full name of the collaborator. Constraining 
the range of input, such as through auto-complete or drop-downs would reduce the 
errors due to misspellings.

There were also a couple issues relating to identifying the different components of 
Tradmin. There was confusion regarding the differences between comments and 
messages. We also had confusion about the how to send messages and add 
comments. Even when we managed to send a private message, there was no feedback 
to indicate that the message was sent successfully. 

Heuristic Severity Note Users

H1 Visibility of 
System Status

4 The whole “send private message” task 
was not visible to me on the interface.    I 
did not know how to do this using the inbox 
or any other tools.

2

H1 Visibility of 
System Status

2 I had a hard time seeing whether or not the 
Tradmin function had been enabled.  I 
clicked “Home” and “Fast Forward 5 Days!” 
without seeing any changes or 
confirmation.  It took talking with another 
student to figure out where to begin. 

2

H1 Visibility of 
System Status

4 No feedback when user sends an email. 2



Heuristic Severity Note Users

H 2 M a t c h 
b e t w e e n 
system and the 
real world

3 Possibly minor, but commenting in 
Microsoft Word is usually done on the right. 
Having it on the left breaks with my model 
of reading from left-to-right, and also with 
how most document systems are done. 
This is also why I accidentally used 
discussion.

1

H3 User 
Control and 
Freedom

3 Unclear how to edit a collaborator's name 
or email

1

H3 User 
Control and 
Freedom

3 No ability to "undo" when user removes a 
comment.

1

H3 User 
Control and 
Freedom

3 No ability to "undo" when the user removes 
a collaborator.

2

H4 
Consistency 
and Standards

2 Unclear on difference between comment 
and discussion.

3

H4 
Consistency 
and Standards

3 In this interface the “show/hide” trademin 
interfaces seems to serve only to turn it off. 
It seems “enable” turns on and “show/hide” 
turns off.  It is unclear why there are two 
buttons or how they were meant to be used.

2

H4 
Consistency 
and Standards

3 I was unsure which sentence Rachel 
described as “redundant”.  The pointer goes 
between two lines rather than showing a 
specific section.  Highlighting the redundant 
sentence or clearer pointing would be 
helpful.

2



Heuristic Severity Note Users

H5 Error 
Prevention

4 When removing names, I tried to remove 
“John”, but Laura disappeared.  It is unclear 
who is highlighted.  If Laura were 
highlighted, I may understand better, but 
typing in “John” when there is no John 
should bring up an error message instead 
of deleting the last entry. I did the same with 
“Dan” – a name that you do have – and 
Laura still disappeared. 

1

H5 Error 
Prevention

2 Having to type the collaborator's name in 
order to remove him or her opens up 
possibility of error (what if user misspells 
name?). There are limited number of 
collaborator's on a paper, so constrain the 
choices a user has.

2

H5 Error 
Prevention

2 In this interface I frequently accidentally 
added a contact twice without noticing 
(once just as first name and once as first 
name last name) because I didnʼt glance at 
who I had already added while adding all 
four. 

1

H6 
Recognition 
rather than 
Recall

4 In this interface I was unsure of how to 
comment. The first time I was asked to 
comment I used the discussion box, only 
realizing what the comments pane was 
after fast forwarding. I thought it was just 
color to show that I was using Trademin.

1

H7 Flexibility 
and Efficiency 
of Use

2 User has to type the collaborator's name 
even if he or she has already added their 
email address. Perhaps the system should 
use the email username as a default name 
if the user does not add the collaborator's 
name. 

1

H7 Flexibility 
and Efficiency 
of Use

1 If a user's discussion comment is longer 
than one line, the previous lines are hidden.

2



Heuristic Severity Note Users

H7 Flexibility 
and Efficiency 
of Use

2 No easy way to go from message to 
message without closing the current 
message. 

1

H7 Flexibility 
and Efficiency 
of Use

2 User has to retype name of collaborator for 
each message. There are a limited number 
of collaborators, so something like an 
autocomplete would fit naturally

1

H8 Aesthetic 
and Minimalist 
Design

1 I donʼt get why the comments bar is 
randomly colored shaded. It doesnʼt appear 
to add anything.

2

INDIVIDUAL REPORTS:
Ellen
1. [H6 Recognition rather than Recall] [Severity 3] In this interface it is difficult to figure 

out how to start Trade Admin. It took me quite a long time to realize that it would be 
on a tab.  I donʼt remember that itʼs there between uses, either. I had to look for it 
again.

2. [H6 Recognition rather than Recall] and [H4 Consistency  and Standards] [Severity  4] 
In this interface I was unsure of how to comment. The first time I was asked to 
comment I used the discussion box, only realizing what the comments pane was 
after fast forwarding. I thought it was just color to show that I was using Trademin.

3. [H4 Consistency and Standards] and [Visibility of System Status] [Severity 3] In this 
interface the “show/hide” trademin interfaces seems to serve only to turn it off. It 
seems “enable” turns on and “show/hide” turns off.  It is unclear why there are two 
buttons or how they were meant to be used.

4. [H5 Error prevention] [Severity 2] In this interface I frequently accidentally  added a 
contact twice without noticing (once just as first name and once as first name last 
name) because I didnʼt glance at who I had already added while adding all four. 

5. [H1 Visibility  of system status] [Severity 3] In this interface I canʼt figure out if Iʼm not 
replying correctly or the reply button doesnʼt work.

6. [H2 Match between system and the real world] [Severity  3] Possibly minor, but 
commenting in Microsoft Word is usually done on the right. Having it on the left 



breaks with my model of reading from left-to-right, and also with how most document 
systems are done. This is also why I accidentally used discussion.

7. [H8 Aesthetic and minimalist design] [Severity 1] I donʼt get why the comments bar is 
randomly colored shaded. It doesnʼt appear to add anything.

Mikey:

1. [H7 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use] (Severity 2)
User has to type the collaborator's name even if he or she has 
already added their email address. Perhaps the system should use 
the email username as a default name if the user does not add 
the collaborator's name. 

2. [H3 User Control and Freedom] (Severity 3)
Unclear how to edit a collaborator's name or email

3. [H3 User Control and Freedom] (Severity 3)
No ability to "undo" when the user removes a collaborator.

4. [H5 Error Prevention] (Severity 2)
Having to type the collaborator's name in order to remove him or 
her opens up possibility of error (what if user mispells name?). 
There are limited number of collaborator's on a paper, so 
contrain the choices a user has.

5. [H4 Consistency and Standards] (Severity 1)
Unclear on difference between comment and discussion

6. [H3 User Control and Freedom] (Severity 3)
No ability to "undo" when user removes a comment

7. [H7 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use] (Severity 1)
If a user's discussion comment is longer than one line, the 
previous lines are hidden

8. [H7 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use] (Severity 2)
No easy way to go from message to message without closing the 
current message

9. [H7 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use] (Severity 2)
User has to retype name of collaborator for each message. There 
are a limited number of collaborators, so something like an 
autocomplete would fit naturally

10. [H1 Visibility of System Status] (Severity 4)



No feedback when user sends an email

Mike Ro:

1.       [H1 Visibility of system status] (Severity 2)

 

I had a hard time seeing whether or not the Tradmin function had been enabled.  I clicked 
“Home” and “Fast Forward 5 Days!” without seeing any changes or confirmation.  It took talking 
with another student to figure out where to begin.

 

2.       [H5 Error prevention] (Severity 4)

 

When removing names, I tried to remove “John”, but Laura disappeared.  It is unclear who is 
highlighted.  If Laura were highlighted, I may understand better, but typing in “John” when there 
is no John should bring up an error message instead of deleting the last entry.

I did the same with “Dan” – a name that you do have – and Laura still disappeared. 

 

3.       [H4 Consistency and Standards] (Severity 2)

 

I did not understand the difference between the discussion section and the comment section on 
the left.  I like that the colored part reminds me of Word, to some degree, but a label would have 
helped. 

 

4.       [H4 Consistency and Standards] (Severity 3)

 

I was unsure which sentence Rachel described as “redundant”.  The pointer goes between two 
lines rather than showing a specific section.  Highlighting the redundant sentence or clearer 
pointing would be helpful.

 

5.       [H1 Visibility of system status] (Severity 4)



 

The whole “send private message” task was not visible to me on the interface.    I did not know 
how to do this using the inbox or any other tools.

 

6.       [H4 Consistency and Standards] (Severity 2)

 

Show/Hide Tradmin Interface only seems to hide it.  I clicked it to hide it, then clicked again to 
show it, but it remained hidden.


